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About This Content

The official Orbital Gear soundtrack composed by Johan Kalén is now available for purchase. With over 30 minutes of
adrenaline pumping tunes.

Full track list

 Orbital Gear - Ceratanium

 Orbital Gear - Endless Trails

 Orbital Gear - Galactic Frame

 Orbital Gear - Neutron Collapse

 Orbital Gear - Menu

 Orbital Gear - Console Tracker Chip

 Orbital Gear - Nebular Ops

 Orbital Gear - Research Facility C-ID5
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 Orbital Gear - Construct

The soundtrack is located in your Orbital Gear directory:
\SteamApps\common\Orbital Gear\Orbital Gear Soundtrack\

You can easily get to the directory by right clicking on Orbital Gear in your Steam Library and in Properties click "Browse
Local Content" in the "Local Files"-tab.
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orbital gear soundtrack

Its classic! Get whole serie (include CM2)! We waiting for new CM games... Hidden trait: Doesn't appear in-game.. Good game
but milestone needs to take a look back at 'MXGP' the first one. The in air control was sooooo much better and the small things
in the game still make it fun to play.. Those who loved Pharaoh series, this will not disappoint.. Great game!. I have been playing
a few shmups of late mostly on my megadrive, Gynoug,Thunderforce 4, Rtype 3 on the GBA and also Gradius rebirth on the
WII. Thunderforce being my favoirate shmup. This although not as good as Thunderforce is still a pretty good shmup for only a
couple of quid probably on par with Gradius Rebirth in quality however is more playable due to the lower difficulty. Powerful
feeling weopens, plenty of onscreen action with a tirade of bullets and enemies barely allowing you to escape by the skin of your
teeth. Should tide me over until I buy hellfire or Musha (probably a repro at these prices) on the megadrive.. I am now going to
review every card in this pack individually.

 Mimic is very situational, and I'm gonna say it's terrible.

 Mix Phenomenon is when your mixtape sucks but you're in denial (thanks Dunning-Kruger) so you enforce it anyways.

 Piyopiyo Procession is one of those "home" cards when you go for Wins norma. Synergizes great with all characters with
+2 atk. It is also the antithesis of Kyoko; put it on her house and laugh maniacally when she lands on it.

 Passionate Research is a staple of every deck; not using it is doing yourself a disservice.

 Scary Solitation synergizes great with Sweet Breaker. Otherwise, I avoid it in favor or better cards.

 Sealed Memories is useful sometimes, but synergizes best with Sweet Breaker (who would've guessed?)

 Shield Counter is amazing for passive characters who are unfortunate enough to go against battle characters. Definitely
useful in a non-battle deck as a defensive card.

 Ambush is great for Battle Characters or those who enjoy turning the tables upon being chased.

 Lonely Chariot is best used with high-HP characters. Not the best card, but definitely useful if you really need to roll a 5
for movement. Consistently. For some reason. I guess.

 President's Privilege is amazing if you rely on high-cost cards but go for Stars norma anyways.

 Tactical Retreat is a good defensive card in general; this card has saved my remaining 1hp many times over.Each card has
its uses; I'd recommend it to expand your options in the brutal warzone that is a dice board game.
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It's a well designed game with a nice story. I would like to see controller support.. I like this loco.
Nice modeled, good physics.

Scenario: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=720402970. Find clues and solve puzzles using science..
Same game from Rugby Challenge 1, absolute rubish. Sadly it's the only Rugby Union game we have. Gameplay isn't great and
the Graphics are awful for a 2016 released game.... It is good because it is compatable with mac and it is cod. But i still dont
understand why they couldnt of just made black ops compatable with mac and not have to make a whole other game!. Zombies
Just... Zombies!
Multiplayer? NO
Campaign? NO
ZOMBIES!!!. kinda gay tbh. Good VR but it's just a single first person offline walk in the forest not MMO at all
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